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Experts testify on tape gap
WASHINGTON (API
Technical
experts said yesterday that an 18minute gap in subpoenaed White House
tape was caused by erasing and
rerecording and any speech on the tape
cannot be recovered
At a court hearing after the release
of the panels lindings. assistant
Watergate prosecutor Kichard BenVeniste tried to get the experts to say
whether the erasure was made
deliberately
But that line of questioning ran
immediately into a Hurry ot objection*
by White House lawyer .lames I) St
(.'lair and the attorney separate!)
representing President Nixon's
personal secretary
The judge tried to get around the
objection by asking the witness
Kichard H Bolt is it your opinion this
18 5 minute erasure was accidentally
or deliberately done''

A

The icicles hanging item this statue outside the Storehouse in
Columbus leave a visual interpretation of the recent (reeling
raint which hit the city. (AP wirephoto).

—

THAT ALSO went unanswered
because ot objections.
The experts said they could tell that
at least five -.tarts and slops were
made with the erase record button on
and said there is electronic evidence on
the tape to support that
The slX-nUM panel thai has been
examining the tape of June 20. 1972.
said "the recording controls must have
been operated by hand in the making ol
each segment
The conversation in question, on one
of nine tapes subpoenaed from the
White House by the Watergate special
prosecuun. was between President
Nixon and II II llaldcniaii. then Ins
chief ol stall

The report was made public b\ IS
District Judge John J Sirica by who
then called a hearing in open court for
testimony by the experts
The report had been given earlier to
St flair, a Boston trial attorney newly
assigned to handle Watergate matters
for the White House, and to special
Watergate prosecutor l.eon Jaworski
THK OFFICE ol the While House
counsel issued a Statement saying It
would withhold Immediate comment
It noted thai Judge Sirica has received
the report
Since this received reporl is only a
summary." thestatemenl added, and
since the matter is still within the
Jurisdiction of the dlslricl court any
premature comment would only
contribute further to existing public
confusion surrounding Ihe tapes
In Memphis Sen Howard Baker iRTenn I,

ranking

Republican

on

the

Senate Watergate committee, said the
tape disclosure v\a- another in an
unfortunate bizarre set of circumstances He said ihe development was
potentially damaging
Sen Henry M Jackson iD-Wash i,
told newsmen in Olympia, Wash
' This creates Ihe most serious
problem to date, no doubt about it ' He
added The burden has slutted lor the
President and his White House aide- in
explain vvhai went "ii
The experts said in their reporl that,
at three locations m the in '> minute
section ot the tape we have obset ved
a hagnieiil of speech like sound lasting
less than one second

AS TO WHETHER the speech can be
recovered, the experts said "we think
nol We know of no technique Even
the fragments that we have observed
are so heavily obscured that we cannot
tell what was erased
Haldeman's notes introduced at a
hearing in December showed mat the
missing portion contained
conversation about the Waterga*te
break-in that bad occurred three days
before

By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
Seven months ago, an exploratory
committee consisting ol three
professors concluded that a college ol
Communications at Ihe University was
unfeasible
When University President Hollis A
Moore Jr reviewed the committee's
report last May. he said the issue was
not labeled permanently He decided to
take a new approach to investigating
the establishment of a communications

school.
A seven-member committee
including professors from the speech,
popular culture and advertising
departments and the School ol
Journalism began meeting in
September to reconsider the college ol
communications prospect.
THEIR JOB WAS to make specific
recommendations about what the goals
of a communications college should be
and how the college should be set up
Dr Moore and Provost Dr Kenneth
Kothe agree that a communications
college could be quite helpful to
students who want a career in mass
communications
When a student comes here lor
mass communications, we lirst have to
ask him Do you want to write or talk''
and if he doesn't know, he better find
out." said Dr Moore in explaining that
writers must go to the School of

Journalism and talkers to the speech

department

Hi Moore added thai fields ol mass ■
communications have become more
unified than they were a generation
ago and thus there are combined
interests in modern technology
"A college should be a student
serving devise said III Kolhc "H>
whatever means we can best serve the
needs ol society and the students we
Should establish a new college

DR. ROTHE SAID thai beyond
working through a committee to
determine whether or not a
communications college is necessary.
he would like lo discover a lormula for
continual renewal and reassessment of
I niversity programs
Dr Hothe said the problem with
renewing the curriculum is a matter ol
how lo bring expertise into a newenvironment
The University must gel used to the
idea that change is normal." said Dr
Rothe.
and it is hard lor the
University to accept that when
finances are tight."
The Provost added that he has no
idea what the committee would decide
should belong in a communications
college
We wanted to define new things
form the individual professor on up."
he said

secondary but separate The tact that
they are separated into departments
should not slop the students
lie said students are interested in
programs offered by a college while
faculty members are concerned about
the department in which they are
considered residents
' The question is how can you
facilitate so that you can offer what is
necessary for the students." said in
Rothe
According 10 Dr Moore a college ol
communications would "give visibility
to communications
IT WOULD PROVIDE a better
opportunity lor the students to get

together, he said I believe they can
learn a lot from each other
Di Moore said establishing a college
would Improve and strengthen existing
comnuinieai ions programs
Additional expenses for the new
college would not bo extreme, Dr
Moore said
We would IK- leaching Ihe sa
subjects we do now and We WOUld need

no new faculty, hcsald He added that
there are always some expenses in
establishing a now college bill the
Interest new programs generate
throughout the state could offset Ihe
financial burden
"II we do Identify II as a professional
school, the state subsidy would be

COLUMBUS i APi - Ohio has the
strongest peacetime economy in its
history-for less than the cost of a pack
of cigarettes per week for the average
citizen. Qov. John J liilligan said last
night
liilligan in a state of the state
message to a joint session of the
legislature and a statewide educational
television audience, underscored
advances he said his administration
bad made in three years
The Democratic governor, a
candidate lor re-election, was inter
rupted by applause 26 times during his
4.i miniiie speech to lawmakers,
cabinet officials and guests in the
gallery
Upon two occasions the applause was
led by Republicans, once when he

ASKED WHETHER Israel was
satisfied with Egypt's proposal. Eban

DR. ROTHE SAID the change in
structure would minimize extra
costs with a combination of programs.
The Provost said he believes added
resources can he gained through
donations and private foundations to
offset finances
"This could be a way for us to get to
other people and express our missions
clearly, "he said
The Provost has given the
committee a Jan 30 deadline for
submitting a proposal The committee
will meet tomorrow to discuss two
proposal drafts

Rumors that arson was linked to the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fire of Jan. 3 are
false, Howard Rutter, lire chief and
salety service director, said yesterday
The blaze, which caused an
estimated J50.000 property damage,
was under investigation last week by
an insurance company that contacted
the fraternity.
Fraternity members said they do not
know the name of the insurance
company or the investigator, but that
one of the company's agents is the
cousin of Mark Lickert. sophomore
(A&S) and fraternity member

BUT DR. ROTHE said the true
meaning of a college is made by the
students studying in it The rest is
supportive, he said
"A new college becomes defined
by programs and by the students."
Rothe said
The facultv is not

LICKERT SAID fraternity members
thought an investigation would be wise
"just for a double security measure "
"We received the results ol the
report over the phone today. Jack
Bredenfoerder. senior I A&S I and
Iraternity president, said yesterday
"The report confirms that there is no
arson, it was not an electrical fire, it
was not caused by the heating system,
and that nothing was apparent that
would contradict any ol the reports
released by the city fire marshal." he
said
Lickert said the investigation was
requested by fraternity members and
not the University.

said. "We took note ol what Egypt says
and we remark on the things they say
to which we have counterproposals
Kissinger held two sessions with
Eban, Deputy Premier Yigal Allon.
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan. Chief
of Stalf David Elazar and others
Kissinger was to stay overnight in
Israel for more talks today in efforts to
narrow the differences between the
Egyptian and Israeli withdrawal plans.
He then planned to fly back to Egypt
lor another round of reconciliation
talks with President Anwar Sadat
The back-and-forth mediation efforts
by an American Secretary of State
were unprecedented in the memories
of observers with Kissinger. He
already has been to Egypt twice in his
current shuttling between Sadat and
the Israelis

higher than if it is identified as a
college." Dr Moore explained

called for taking welfare recipients off
aid and putting them in jobs and again
when he applauded the Republican
chief justice ol the Ohio Supreme
Court
GILLIGAN strayed from his
prepared text only once, when he
recalled a tour of mental hospitals and
what his administration had done
toward their ' humanization "
The governor didn't mention the
state income tax by name, but there
was no doubt that he gave it credit for
providing the lunds to promote what he
called state advancements in several
areas
Supreme Court Justice Paul W.
Brown he said, was favored for the
chief justice's job being vacated by C.
William O'Neill, father of the state
representative since Justice Thomas
Herbert did not file for the chief
justice's post.
An agreement is also expected, he
said, on a third candidate for another
Supreme Court seat.
Gilligan said the doors of
government in Ohio in the past three
years "have been thrown open to the
people, and the results have been
outstanding "

Weather
Partly cloudy, mild and windy
through tomorrow. High today In
the upper set to low St*. Coaler
tonight. Mild and wlady again
tomorrow, highs In the mid Set.
Lows in the apper 4tV

Arson ruled out in fraternity fire

Kissinger, Israelis
diosogree over plan
JERUSALEM IAPI - Secretary ol
State Henry A Kissinger reported
yesterday that Israeli leaders were
finding "constructive aspects" to the
Suez troop disengagement proposal he
brought them from Egypt The Israelis
were less optimistic.
Foreign Minister Abba Eban. asked
whether he agreed with Kissinger
replied "I would like the Egyptians to
see constructive aspects in our
proposal."
Israeli sources suggested the
disagreement between their own
withdrawal offer and the Egyptian
plan was considerable. Eban. in talking
to newsmen, said negotiators had gone
over the Egyptian plan and map "in
very great detail" and the talks were
at "a delicate intermediate stage

The magnetic signatures observed
on the tape show conclusively that the
18 5-niinute section could not have been
produced by any single, continuous
operation." the report said

Gilligan emphasizes
peacetime economy

College of Communications feasible
Editor's Note: The following is the
first in • two-part series on the
prospect of a college of
communications at the University.
Part two will be printed tomorrow.

The report appeared to clear
President Nixon's secretary. Rose
Mary Woods, who had testified she
accidentally pushed the record button
for some five minutes while
transcribing the tape

The fire which caused an estimated $50,000 property
damage to the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity house on Jan. 3,
has been investigated by an insurance company. The report
disclosed that there was no arson involved.

corner of the lounge area He said he
could not determine the cause of the
blaze.
"I saw no intent, evidence or residue
that would indicate anything of a
suspicious origin." Rutter said. "The
remaining evidence indicated it was a
lire ol normal circumstances '
HOWEVER, Bredenfoerder said he
thinks part of the report may have
been inaccurate.
"The couch was not near the radiator
in the southeast corner ol the lounge as
the report stated." he said.
Also, he said Tom Honsa, the
housefather, smelted a "strange odor"
about half an hour before the fire that
may have come from the register in
the lounge
Rutter said evidence showed the fire
did start in either a small couch or
chair and that it could not possibly
have started from the hot steam
heater
Bredenfoerder said the investigator
last week took a chemical sample of
the air to determine whether kerosene
residue was present.
ALSO, he said, photographs of the
lounge area were taken and studied to
determine whether the fire may have
started by another means
"It wasn't that we doubted what the
city fire report stated." Lickert said,
but the investigation was just for our
own peace of mind."

"WE WERE NOT out to get the
University in any way because
administrators have gone above and
beyond the call of duty in helping us."
he said
"We thought we were getting taken
when we knew that the fire may have
been started by a lit cigarette or some
other means. We don't know how
anything could have gotten caught in
the cushions of the couch unless
someone put it there," he said.

"We had all waited so long for the
new furniture in the house and then
alter the fire damaged most of it, we
wanted to be sure the fire was not our
fault." he said.

The report released by Rutter the
day after the blaze said the fire
apparently started in a piece of
overstuffed furniture in the southeast

Rutter said rumors of arson "make
absolutely no sense at all. I guess
people are looking for something else
to talk about other than the snow."
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epiTGRiaLS
agnew disbarrment
justified punishment
Former Vice F'resident Spiro Agnew has been handed yet another
disgrace, but it's a little late for him to ask for sympathy and
understanding
A panel of Maryland Judges Monday said Agnew should be disbarred
from the Maryland Bar Association and declared him "unfit'' to practice
law
Agnew had requested a suspension in place of disbarrment. He asked
the judges in December not to deprive him of his ability to make a living
The sorriest people are always those who are up against the wall after
doing wrong The former vice president's attempt to salvage part of his
honor will end in failure unless the Maryland Court of Appeals reverses
the decision, which is unlikely.
In their decision the judges summed up the reason for disbarrment
perfectly by saying.
Ills conduct, characterized as it must be. as
deceitful and dishonest, strikes at the heart of the basic object of the
legal profession
Law is an honorable profession and Agnew's "no contest" plea to
federal Income t.ix evasion, not to mention the allegations against him
that were later dropped, would be a smear to the Maryland Bar

Association
Agnew said he would conduct himself honorably in the practice of law
it allowed to continue practicing
He il now discovering how American justice works-when you have a
record, nobody wants you
There is no reason to feel sympathy toward Agnew and his troubles.
He's indicted them upon himsell

people need truth
about oil shortage
When will Americans learn the truth about the oil shortage and
subsequent energy crisis"
Two sharply conflicting views on the oil situation were aired Monday
before a Mouse Senate economic subcommittee which is checking the
accuracy oi government energy statistics
Federal Energy Director William K. Simon says we are facing
"dangerously low levels" of oil. Consumer advocate Halph Nader told
the subcommittee the world is drowning in oil and called the shortage
"unarmed robbery by oil companies in collusion with governmental
support
Unfortunately Simon and Nader agree the government must rely on Ihe
ml Industries for data relating to the supply and reserves of oil and gas
Unquestionably, the big oil companies have been making a pretty
penny off the energy crisis as indicated by gasoline price hikes in past
weeks
What can energy saving citizens do when they hear Halph Nader say
the'energy crisis has been manufactured by the oil executives and the

government?
What can people think when William Simon, the top energy policy
maker in the country, says the energy crisis is real?
Who should people believe'' A growing resentment toward oil
companies seems to be developing
People are wondering why they must reduce speed, cut back on Sunday
driving and pay high gas prices if they're simply lining oilmen's pockets.
The truth is needed -now Knough resentment exists already toward
government by people who feel exploited by big money interests.
Citizens are demanding the truth They are not convinced by what
they've heard from Washington
I! the government and oil industry want the cooperation of the people
they must provide the people with honest answers to their questions.

karma doing service
with new information
KARMA, Howling Green's drop in drug center, is doing a fine bit of
community service In distributing fact sheets containing information on
drugs
The information is helpful to anyone who is in possession of a pill that
he cannot identity
Especially helpful is the information that drugs being sold in Howling
Green as tetrahydrocannabinol iTHO are actually phencyclidine tPCP).
This mistaken identity has resulted in a number of overdoses, even from
one pill
The fact sheets also list drugs being sold as uppers and downers, but
which actually are just nerve pills.
This information hopefully will help to prevent future overdoses and
end mistaken pill identity
The information could save vour life.

'ARE YOU COVERED BY HOSPITALIZATION AT THE PRESENT TIME? AND IF SO, WHAT KIND
AND HOW MUCH . . ?'

'hell is nicer in summer
NEW YOltK. N Y -As we shiver into
our fifth Nixon year. Americans are no
strangers to crisis and calamity We've
tasted hell in both winter and summer
But now. slogging through the icy
ruts of January, we can say with some
conviction, hell is nicer in summer "
January's troubles arc always cold
and mean When privation comes, it
comes with iron leeth The genial
juices of Ihe soul barely bubble in
January
The landscape seems wrapped in a
winding sheet am! even Ihe smartly
dressed look di .ii>
DAYLIGHT SAVING may gentle the
afternoon with a little more light Hui
nothing really eases January except a
brilliant sun and a sudden thaw
Certainly Ihe news hasn'l helped the
pain ot winter The crudest photos
seen in a long tune were those •>! the
aged anil disabled waiting outside
Social Security Offices tor the checks
dial were supposed to arrive in the
mall
It may have been a splendid idea to
transfer 175.000 ol New York's elderlj
blind and sick citizens I rum well arc
lolls to the new Supplemental Social
Security Program, but the wheels ol

On the face of It. this seems unlikely
Not because one imagines the pockets
in a burnoose to be bottomless, but
because the Mideast states, so rich in
oil. seem to have the kind of flash
prosperity that could vanish overnight
without greatly incommoding the

masses
bureaucracy grind exceedingly slow
It was a day of sullen skies, with (he
wind a cold razor at the throat A day
lor old bones and tired hearts to be
snug at home
MERCIFULLY, there was an
emergency allocation to provide $100
checks lo the neediest Hut a small not
had to ensue inside the Social Security
ol I ices before the money was paid out
A man may feel weak and hungry in
Ihese brutal situations, but that is
perhaps minor compared to what he
leels in his heart, where pride and
dignity and hope are lodged
If bad news is worse because it s
January, all Ihe news of the fuel crisis
is worse because it's cold outside
Optimists say the Arabs will shortly
ciimc to terms because a worldwide
depression, born of their boycott,
would pinch their pockets more than
ours

BACK TO the tent, the camel, the kid
roasted over burning coals in the
desert back to the Arabian Nij;hlimage we all treasure in our
unconscious minds
This is specious reasoning. I know
and Ihe ambassador from Kuwait will
probably write me an hate letter on
note paper engraved in Paris
Still, the conventional myth in this
country is What do the Arabs need
with all that oil when they live in a
warm climate and could just as well
get around by camel '
And having written that. I am
suddenly reminded ol a two week stay
at the Dorchester Hotel in London one
summer at a time when all the sheiks
in the Middle East seemed to be met
there
They gol around to London I
watering spots very nicely, as I recall

By Rolls-Royce, Bentley and Cadillac

Lerrers
reader upsef about o'breza
sports column chastizing team
This letter is in response to Jack
O'Bresa'S article on Jan 10. 1974. on
"Cagers lack spirit, teamwork,
hustle
I was very upset lo read this article,
as it was of the author's own opinion
and observation
I THINK he was rather harsh by
' cutting down
personally specific
players and the team with such
statements .is
It is time tor the
Kaleun Hoopsters to stop acting like a
bunch of babies and play some decent
basketball."
He could have been a little more
tactful in Ihe expression of his opinion.
I realize that there is something
wrong with the team, as they aren't
playing to their capabilities, but one
cannot judge by what he sees,
therefore, no judgments should be
made on the issue

THERE ARK reasons lor some .>t
the players not playing to their
abilities, such as Cash. who. in his
recent article said.
Ira in a bad
slump Ami 1 can even tell you why "

MAYBE AFTER It's all over with,
the real reason for the Falcons' slump
will appear, but I don't think we should
judge before we know all the facts .uul
I'm sure that criticizing them isn't
boosting their morale any

Maybe that's not a good enough
reason for some people, but it is
justifiable and It's good enough for me

Judi Murphy
102 Treadway

let's hear from you
The Bt; News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or edltoi lal
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions thai exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor CO The BG News, 106
University Hall

/

THE ARABIAN ladies shopped
every afternoon, and sometimes it took
an hour to unload the limousines of the
day s swag All the children had proper
nannies
The display of jewels in the evening
was, in the words ol a visiting Yankee,
more vulgar than Texas
While the oil sheiks may have gone
from camel lo Cadillac in one decade.
it's still safe to say that those small
and essentially still primitive states
could withstand a severe depression
tar better than Britain. France or the
United States
What we must count on of course is
the sheer, wanton greed of Ihe newly
rich who take their fortunes out of
holes in the ground
Presumably,
they
lack the
consolations of philosophy, lo say
nothing of a satisfying alternate
lifestyle
ANY DISCUSSION of the luel crisis
Inevitably brings us back lo the Nixon
Administration
and
the millions
donated to his campaign by American
oil men
William Rodgers, an authority on
energy problems, has written in The
Nation that the tuel shortage was
predictable five years ago
President Nixon now proclaims
thai he had seen this thing coming for a
couple of years.' he notes son would
seem that lailure to prepare for it was
an instance oi criminal negligence
Naturally, the President says that
Congress not he. should be blamed for
our lack of preparation And some of
the blame may fairly be lodged there
For 14 years. American oil producers
demanded and gol restrictive quotas
on luel imports Now we must beg oil
from Eastern potentates who enjoy
seeing us on our knees
"WHAT IS taking place under cover
of the energy panic.
the Itodgers
piece continues.
is an incestuous
merger of economic and political

forces, represented by the ExxonNixon axis, beneath which the remains
ot an open market are being interred
But out of this shortage may come.
al least, a sensible plan for regulating
and allocating oil production As
Watergate may give us more
honorable government, the fuel crisis
may oblige oil producers to conduct
then business with decent respect for
law and the open market
BUT WHY. we should demand to
know, must every reform, every inch
of social progress be owing to
catastrophe"
Copyright 1974. Los Angeles Times
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By Bruce Edwards
Department of Economics
Cues! Columnist
I Editor's note: Dr. Edwards is a
former president ot the BGSl' chapter
of the American Association of
University Professors.)
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Some years ago when he was U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations.
Adlai Stevenson made a speech.
.ice using the communists ol stealing a
word and bending its meaning beyond

recognition
As I recall. Stevenson was talking
about either Ireedom or democracy In
any case he was demanding thai they
give it back
UNFORTUNATELY.
yesterdays
editorial in The BO News seems to
have fallen into the same trap,
hopefully unintentionally
Although words can mean anything
we wish, the concept of academic

tenure has developed a rather precise
meaning which is widely recognized
among faculty and administrators in
the leading universities of the United
Slates and the world
Kalhei than develop a unique BGSU
definition, it might be appropriate for
The BG News and the Provost to do
some elementary basic research and
then watch their language.

The one thing which tenure is
designed lo do is to protect Ihe quality
of education in a serious university to
protect the reputation of that
university and. to be mundane, to
protect the long-run market value of
degrees granted by the institution.

A
RESPONSIBLE
student
newspaper might do better than to
encourage an administrator who is
messing around with the foundations of
higher education for purposes of shorirun administrative convenience.
Although
tonight's
American
Association of University Professors

**AI
SPECIFICALLY: I) Tenure does not
give a faculty member job security
primarily because he thinks it would be
nice to have
2i Tenure does not prevent dismissal
of tenured members in cases like Ohio
University where there are changes in
basic academic programs
3i Modern universities can always
balance their budgets without
releasing any tenured faculty
members iThis might require nonmechanistic budgetary procedures, but
such instruction could be easily
arrangedi
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meeting is primarily for members and
potential members among the faculty,
visitors are not excluded, space
permitting
Reporters won't get any answers
there, but they might meet some
people who can help them find them
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Broadcast features highlights

Women's sports rate air time
By Dan Garflcld
Women athletes of the
University, stand up and be
counted Now sit down and
listen to the good news.
Someone of the opposite
sex has started a sports
program designed just for
women.
Denny
C'asliglione.
a
former sportscaster for the
campus
radio station.
WFAL. is turning his microphone around He is (he new
women's sportscaster for
the same organization-he
only switched wall
Castiglione abandoned his
regular sports show lot ,i revolutionary idea of total
women sports highlights
The feedback has been
enthusiastic
"I know a lot of girls on
campus who expressed their
dissatisfaction for the lack
of publicity and facilities lor
women athletics." said
Castiglione I gave the Idea
a thought and look a chance
with a new sports program
just for women- and it is
catching on quick
Castiglione said to his
knowledge he is the Onlv

Cancellation
SflOW

Chemical growths M«m to cover this now silent auger, but it
is only frost left behind on the feed and grain transporter

Chemicals

< Nowsphoto by Joseph Glick).

A concert by the I'mversil) ■ Baroque Ensemble, scheduled lor
Friday at the University, has boon cameled
and will be rescheduled
at a later date

Snow removal going smoothly
Neither Bowling Green
nor the I'niversit) .I'C e\
pected to encountei serious
maintenance
dilliculties
from the luel shortage or the
recent transition to Daylight
Savings Time
F K Beat!} due, loi ■>!
Buildings and Facilities ,ii

the I'mvei sity said So lar
we are having no problems
with luel inn there ma) be
some in the future
I'll'' maintenance depai i
meni i- resti u ted i" using
tin- same percentage oi
gasoline ,i^ used in i!'72 II
there is rationing we have

Professors to discuss tenure
A chapter meeting ol the Vinenean Vssocialion ol
University Professors IA \l P' will be held al: 3Utonighl in
UOMosel) Hall
Discussion will centei on tin- chaptei status \si I's
position on tenure and [acuity representalion
All members are encouraged i" attend whether or not
they have paid their dues The meeting is open to the public

Green, said the maintenance
crews aic reducing luel
usage To conserve energy.
Ihe city has decreased the
number ol snow removal
vehicles being used and has
entered into an agreement
ol cooperation wilh sin
rounding townships and
Wood County in clearing

no idea how we will handle
II
Beatty said
\s in previous winters, the
SIMM Cleai lilt clews iH'glll
work .ii 7 30 every school
morning and finish at 4 p m
There will be no snow
remov al on weekends except
in cases ot emergency when
parking lots will be cleared

streets
Smythe said an official nl
the Morton Salt company in
Toledo told him there will be
a shortage ol sail, but with
400 tons in stock. Bowling
Green is expected to have no
problem

I alike some cities where
there is a shortage both
Howling Green and the I'mvcrsitv have ample supplies
ol sail

Dan Smythe. director ol
Public

Works

in

Bowling

Kaufman's
5 ROOMS TO SERVE YOU
THE BISMARK DINING ROOM
BARBAROSA
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

TAP ROOM
BANQUET AND
CONFERENCE ROOMS

Make Reservations for your special parties.
CATERING FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
163 S. MAIN ST.
353-3251

fai/moM

sportscaster in the Midwest
to give total limelight to the
woman athlete, and he said
he might be the only one in
the nation, but that would
be hard to prove "
At hrst. others at the
station saw the idea as a big
joke but now they are
looking at the show with a
little dilferent perspective,
he said
The girls need
every break they can gel to
get publicity When it conies
to spoils in general, they get
the shaft
"I'm not against men's
snorts or anything, it is just
ih.n women's athletics has
not had much ol a say .mil
the girls were getting kind of
mad "
A former six-time letter
man in football, wrestling
and basketball al Bedford
Chanel
High
School
iCIeveland
suburb'.
Castiglione works three lo

five hours 2 day writing,
visiting all the women's
practices and preparing a
five-minute broadcast.
"I broadcast at 8 30 p in
every Monday and Thursday
night, with a summary of
the week's women's sports
news, scores, highlights and
interviews.' he said
Castiglione said he doesn't
believe in giving athletes
mien or women 1 "free
rides." or any other name
they hide full scholarships
behind He said he prefers
academic grants over
athletic grants
For the women, he would
lust like to see recognition,
then better facilities which
he said will not be seen in
Ihe near future
Pointing oul two Olympic
hopefuls among the female
ranks. Castiglione said it is
sad lo see good athletes go
unnoticed
There is a good

swimmer (Barb McKeel
who is a 1976 Olympic
hopeful along with a very
good track runner."
Castiglione is wild about
the whole idea, and is
optimistic about making it a
complete success on
campus
I want to shine a little
light on the subject and

wake people up to women's
athletics If we can get time
sold, we plan to broadcast
two women's basketball
games." he said
With favorable response
received after two weeks of
its inception, the Castiglione
Heport might wake students
up to the talent which looms
in women athletes

Neckers chairs department
Dr Douglas (' Neckers. has assumed the chairmanship of
the chemistry department at the Universit)
Dr Neckers, 34. was an associate professor at the
University of New Mexico and a consultant to the Big D
Chemical Company prior to coming to Bowling (ireen
A native of Corry. Pa . he received his bachelors degree
cum laude from Hope College in l%0. his doctorate from the
University ol Kansas in 1963 and did post-doctoral work at
Harvard University in 1963-64 He was on Ihe faculty at
Hope College for seven years before he began leaching at
New Mexico in 1971
Dr Neckers is listed in "Who's Who, American Men in
Science" and "Who's Who in American Kducation

newsnotes
Ehrlichman
SEATTLE (API
.lohn I)
Khrhchman. whose Iriends have
Started .1 trust fund to help pay loi Ins
legal expenses is snuggling to reestablish hiinsell with a law practice
specializing in environmental affairs
Khrhchman resigned as duel
domestic adviser lo President Nixon
lasl spring in the wake ol the
Watergate scandals
Since then he has created a fourperson Land Use Group designed to
advise real estate developers on
environmental protection laws He
also handles other unspecified legal
business
Ehrlichman talked
about his
currenl activities and the dozen legal
actions pending .ig.nnsl him during
.in exclusive iwo hour Interview
Monday
He said. Knowing what I know
about Ihe facts" ol the charges
against him, 1 think I've gOl good
reason to be optimistic

Sea rescue
MIAMI 1AP1 Thirty eight Haitian
refugees, rescued after nine days at

sea in a foundering sailboat,
blindfolded themselves during the
ordeal so they wouldn't see each
oilier die
"Many were sick, and we were all
crying We prayed and read from the
Bible and sang hymns." said
Josephine Tertulien.
"Everybody was covering his eyes
We thought surely we would die We
didn't want to see each other die,"
Miss Tertulien said Monday
The 30 men. seven women and a 16year-old boy were rescued from the
20-foot sailboat Friday by Miamibased fishermen operating 280 miles
off the south Florida coast They
were brought ashore by a U S Coasl
tiuard cutter late Sundav

NAACP
NEW YORK (API - Hoy Wilkins
has been ousted as executive director
of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
1 NAACP) the New York Daily News
said today But Wilkins and other
NAACP officials categorically denied
the story
The newspaper said the 64-member
board of directors of the civil rights

j BOWLING GREEN j
I RADIATOR & AUTO j
BODY REPAIR
Foreign car body painting & repair
Gas tank repair
Welding service
Complete cooling & heating service
15% OFF ON ALL STUDENT
REPAIR WORK-When You
Bring In This Ad!
224 N. MAIN ST.
Net I lo Howards ■ Across
From the New Library

i

group took the action Monday in a
closed session
"I haven't the slightest idea where
the story came from It's so contrary
to the meeting yesterday and the
items that came up." Wilkins said
today in a telephone interview
The paper quoted sources that the
ouster move was not aimed
specifically at Wilkins who has led
the organization for 30 years, but that
it sought to change the old guard
image of the group by enforcing
mandatory retirement at 83. Wilkins
is 72.

Impeachment
ATLANTIC CITY, N .1 I API - Vice
President Gerald H Ford said today
a "relatively small group of
activists" are out to impeach Ihe
President and lo drag out the
Watergate affair lor political
advantage
Ford told the American Farm
Bureau Federalion convention that
"it is an all-out attack Their aim is
total victory for themselves and a
total deleat not only ol President
Nixon, bul ol Ihe policies lor which he
stands

PAGLIAIS PIZZA:

SKI CLUB
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 23rd
115 Education Building - 6:30
ski movies and sign-ups for
Carnival & Boyne Weekends

352-5318
lOwiiNO GMIN
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TOLEDO
SPORTS ARENA
SAT. - JAN. 19
— 8tOO P.M. —
TICKETS: $4.50 ADVANCE
DAY OF SHOW: $5.50
AVAILABLE AT:
FINDER'S RECORDS AT BG
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
AND OTHER AREA OUTLETS

(698-4545)

1

Due to the energy crisis,
there is a 15$ delivery j
charge instead of raising all
our prices.

THIS AND MANY OTHER
BASS WEJUN SHOES FOR
WOMEN AT 45.87. PRICED
FROM 24.99 TO 31.99.
NEW STORE HOURS
MON. & FRI. • 10-9
TUES, WED, THUR., SAT., 10-6
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$T*MM
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Standard data sheet necessary

NOINTOXITING
BEVERAGES

Interview sign-up tomorrow
Sign-up for the following
job interviews for the week
of Jan 28 will be held
tomorrow in the Korum.
Student Services Bldg Sign*
up for non-school schedules
will be held from 11 30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m There are no
sign-up schedules listed for
schools,
agencies
and
government
All candidates signing up
for interviews must present
a Standard
Placemen!
OfflM Data Sheet .it the
tune ol signup I
Mil

organization with which he
wishes to interview
BUSINESS

JAM AltY 29

Power Prod Operations &
Systems.

Owens-Illinois-See Jan 28
listing

Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland-Bank F.xaminer
B Bus . Kin . Kcon with one
year of accounting. Junior
Programmer B Computer
Scl Mgmt Trainee B Bus
Mgml oi Kin

JANKAKY2X
Owens Illinois Sales
ilndusli i.il I
IIS \lklg
Mgml . Km other mrs also
It interested in sales Compt r o 11 e i' s h i p Training
II lectg
Kin Must have
completed Intermediate
aeetg courses Production
Management 11 Ing Tech
Production

JANUARY 30
Public Service Indiana
ilnd > Accountant
It Acctg
Sales Rep H
BlM area oi sales oriented
it Home Econ, for electric
living
promotioni
Ind
Tech II |nd Tech lor industrial power sales &

Wholesale beef price 4
Beel prices at the whole
sale level have risen aboul
S3 pel cent in the past six
weeks and consumers are
Mnding the higher rests
reflected In luggei lulls al
the supermarket
Industry spokesmen say
heel supplies uill be light
for the whole lust hall oi I he
year because ot a variety "I
i.Minis, including increased
demand and production
cutbacks made lasi yeai
during the freeze on prices

The Wholesale inn eases
have not pushed the price up
to last SUmmet I peaks
Tin' American Meat Insti
tute reported that on Aug
13. the price ol a lue choice
Steel
al
Chicago area
markets was IS6.3I pel
IIIIIHII eil pounds ' In Ian 11
the pi ii e was 349 "i'1
Here s what happened In
Ihe Interim
When the
freeze on heel pi ices ended
early in September cattle
men started sending to

market the animals they
withheld earlier
That
pushed
luppl}
above
demand and puces went
down
on Dec i Ihe price for a
live choice steei was $:i7
pet hundred pounds
Then the price started
climbing again reflecting a
decline in supplies due to the
lacl thai dining the freeze
Fewer cattle were placed In
lecdloti inr Fattening

Knst Nat'I Bank oi Cincinnati Management Training
Program B Mgmt
Kin
Econ HI Business area.
Zayre
celled

plastics
International Paper Company-Marketing-Sales
Training Program B< Most
majors Especially Mktg &
Sales.

Visitors get the message at a park in
Haskins, Ohio, even
though the spelling on
this sign is not 100
proof.
The
sign
painter
tried
to
squeeze the word intoxicating into a small
space and had to omit
a few letters. (Af»
Wirephoto).

Hoover
Company-Management Trainee
B Prsnl. Mgmt. Cost Accountant. B. BBA w acctg
mji
Internal Auditor B.
BBA w acctg mjr Data
Processing B Programming
or background
Ba mbergers-Canceled

Corporation-CanFEBRUARY I

JANI VRY3I
Cleveland
Trust.-Mgmt
Trainee < lommercial
Hanking 11 Bus Adm or
Business
related
area
Mgml Trainee-Trust MBA
Finance Credit Analyst
B Acctg
Diamond Shamrock tor
IMn at inn -Field
Technical
Sales i Industrial Sales I B
Bus Adm Mktg or Gen.
Bus Liberal Aits Science
majors onl) Science education majors also Position
lor the sale ol chemicals and

Carnation Company-Retail Sales
Ii M Business
area or Liberal Arts.
"S S
Kresge--Management
Trainees B
Bus
Adm . Mgml . Mktg Liberal
Arts Bus . Kcon . English.
History. Psychology or
Sociology
Sign-up schedules
agencies
schools
government
KEY

"returning
quarter

8 TRACK TAPE
BONANZA
...

lot
and

spring

Supreme Court rules out
use of federal injunctions
WASHINGTON
1AP1
The
Supreme
Cotll I
yesterday ruled out use ol
injunctions b) federal courts
undei civil i Ights law to hall
alleged
racial
discrimination in stale criminal
justice .systems
The b in :i decision came in
a case from Cairo III
where
racial
troubles
spawned a Federal civil
rights class action
suit

alleging discrimination in
Alexander County courts
The suit tiled by a group
ot civil tights advocates foi
themselves and all others
similarly situated charged
county judges With handing
out longer sentences and
selling excessive hail lot
blacks
The I S Circuit Court in
Chicago, held that it the
plaintiffs could prove then

allegations of inlenlinri.il
racial discrimination they
were entitled to an
injunction
halting
the
practice
The high court majority
found otherwise First, said
Justice Byron It While lor
the majority
those who
sued had not been subjected
to the treatment ot which
they complained

• • ••••••••••••••••••*••••
*
STUDENTS!
J
STOP IN AND SEE OUR
*FULL LINE OF ARMY SURPLUS
*GEAR AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT
*
SPECIALS LIKE THESE

I

FUNKV^f//

7/

J
J
$
?
*
*
*

i

SWEATERS
COMBAT BOOTS
ARMY TOP COATS
FUNNEL SHIRTS
FIELD JACKETS
$
22.95

7.95
12.95
12.95
4.95

AND MUCH.
MUCH MORE
AT

*

COUSINS SURPLUS

128W.WOOSTER

•••••••••••••••••••••• •••

Jim
^^oJ^N'S JOPLIN
ELVIS PRESLEY

w\ \ 7 %/m

*3 IE ?
SAll PRICES COOO WED THRU SAT.

OVER 3,000 IN STOCK
TO CHOOSE FROM!
Fantastic savings on S track tapes - ROCK! COUNTRY A WESTERN! SOUL! JAZZ! And over 3.000
to choose from. Featuring the above artist plus many, many more. It's the widest and wildest
selection of the year..Come in and snap 'em up!

Big N Plaza
1080 S. Main, Bowling Green

Daily 10-10, Sunday 11-6
Breakfast served 8:30-11

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
from 5 to 9

99

no delivery on this special
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Commencement dote rescheduled
The energy crisis has lead
lo a rescheduling of winter
commencement
Because many retail gasoline stations have begun
closing on Sundays
l)r
flollis \ Moon Jr , University president, has asked
that commencemenl be held
Saturday. March 16
Dr Moore also has asked
that the beginning of spring
quarter be delayed until
Tuesday. March 28 The
term originally was to start
on Monday March 25

Carl 1*1*1, a Minor,
N.D.
bulirmimor.
gei» hit car fueled by
a gas »laiion attendant. Issel, with
help from friend*,
fashioned a larger gat
tank for his car. The
reserve supply flows
directly into the regular tank. (A* Wirephoto).

schedule change probably
would cause some difficulties, but he would rely
on administrative offices to
make necessary changes

commencement
and
the
beginning of spring quarter
were good choices He added

tralive off ices
Dr. Monre said at the lime
the academic calendar was
set up, the dates chosen lor

that he realized the late

"I THINK it would be wise
to open our residence halls
on Sunda) March 24. but to
anticipate moat ol the travel
and the moving back in to be
accomplished on Monday."
I>r Moore explained in a
memo sent t" lour adnnnis

Services, schools honor Kinq

. B> The Associated Press

In
Chicago, the Hev
Jesse Jackson piep.iretl .1
protest Against the Standard
Oil Co because he believed
11 was thf MI:I nl Hunt
Martin Luther Kinn Jr
would have done
In Vtlanta civic leaders
launched .1 Fund-raising

drive for the proposed $10million Martin Luther King
Jr
Center lor Social
('hangc
In man) schools pupils
were excused From classes
m some cities and states 11
was a hoiutuv
Vnd so H was across the

Exhibit to feature architecture
\n exhibition .it the School ol Art ol shingle Style
architecture will be displayed from Jan 20 to r"cb 10
The exhibition entitled The Simple Home Domestu
\n hiteciure in the San Francisco Ba> Region, is a study
oi a simple style ol architecture populai in the San
Francisco Bay area dui iruj the late mini s
Shingle style architecture emphasizes style foi the
purpose ot function rather than ornamentation Those who
appreciate shingle architecture feel thai il- icinloicement
ol the environment is its most valuable Basel
The exhibition consists Ol HH photOgl aphs b) \inltui llikcn
.mil organized b> Leslie Freudenheim and Elisabeth
Sussman The display is circulated by the snuiii-.nn.iii
Institute - Ti avellng Exhibition Set»ice

nation yesterday, as people
remembered tin1 4Sth anni
versan oi King's birth
In Tennessee where the
civil rights leader was slain
h> an assassin s bullet on
Vpril 4 lMhK the House ol
Representatives w.i- unable
to muster enough \otes to
pass a resolution calling on
Congress to make Ins birth
da) a national holida)
THE VOTE in the M>
member house was M to 17
m favoi ol the resolution Iti
MUes short oi the required
»i \ote majorit) Opponents
said the resolution was
mil.in because main note
worthy figures in Tennessee
history have not had then
lui ihdays declared national
holidays
The He\
Mi Jackson

presideni
ol
Operation
ITSH People United lo
s.ive Humanity, said the
hour long vigil outside the
Standard Oil building in
down town Chicago was to
* express our displeasure
with the receni increase in
gasoline prices and the loss
oi job- resulting from the
energy hoax
The Hev Mr Jackson
who was with King in Mem
phis when he was killed,
said
knowing |)i King as we
did. he would n.it celebrate
Ins birthil.iv m idle activity

o

7-9:30 P.M.

UAO SIDE DOOR

Black Student Union
Monday, Jan. 21,1974 • Grand Ball Room Union
9:00 P.M. - ADM. 50c

HELP WANTED!
Drive For Domino's
Flexible Part-time Hours

Barbara
Yaniga

352-5221
THE KEY PHOTOGRAPHER IS ON CAMPUS
NOW. HE LEAVES JAN-

Presents

Dick and Bob
Kinsley

Friday and Saturday

COLD BEER & GOOD MUSIC

Sponsored by

Wide
Open For Fun
Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

SIGMA NU
RUSH TONITE!

^^
apart Irom focusing on the
problems thai confront the
nation
In Atlanta
about HKI
business leaders.
Mayor
Maynard Jackson and Hep
\iuiiew
Young
iD-Ga i
attended a luncheon Mondaj
to kick oil the tiindraising
dine for Ihe tenter lor
Social Change
The Southern Christian
Leadership Council, winch
King headed said its 350
chapters and i 000 affiliate
organizations
were
con
ducting
commemorative
activities

January 18 & 19
8:30 • 11.00 p.m.

UARY 18. SENIORS MAY
SCHEDULE APPOINTMENTS BY CALLING 372-

Carnation Room - Union

0086. ALL SENIOR PICSIGMA
CHI
TONIGHT

who needs the

weald wlieri YOU
OAT) uV moon
< IK J Sl( 15

6:304111 game

and
Refreshments

Stop by our house for a pre-game warm-up.
All are invited to the game with the Sigs.

MUST BE TAKEN BY JAN-

7 and 9:30 p.m.

UARY 18.

210 Math-Science

■.: Pictures PRESENTS

"friends'

Butch Cassidy &
Sundance Kid
Next Weekend

HEY
PODNERSI
WEDNESDAY IS

DELTA TAU DELTA
ANNUAL
CASSINO PARTY

THURS. 1/17 - 7:30
EVERYONE
INVITED
PRIZES AUCTIONED - FOOD & DRINK

TURES FOR THE 1974 KEY

Friday and Saturday
January 18 & 19

•1.00 with ID

Food

RUSH

UAO Campus
Movie

fa

Dixie E let trie Co,
:
:

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY

$ DOLLAR DAY $

• SUNDAY •

• MONDAY •

Cheeseburger Platter

COLLEGE NIGHT 8:00

APPRECIATION NIGHT 8:30
NO COVER

and @ca$$i
' < pound freshly ground pure beef.
a slice of mellow cheese on toasted
sesame bun, trench fries and cole sla
served with The Real Thing. Coke.

• TUESDAY •

• WEDNESDAY •

LADIES'NIGHT 8:30

DANCE CONTEST NIGHT 8:30
SOCIAL NIGHT

• THURSDAY •

$1.00
REG. '1.50
\ SAVE 50'

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
JAN. 16

1/2 NIGHT 8:00

FRIDAY & SATURDAY •
FUN NIGHTS—7:30
7 miles north of BG
on U.S. 25
24581 DIXIE HIGHWAY

PERRYSBURG, OHIO
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lo recruit students for their live entertainment

shows
Barbership
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musical

theater

experience for their stage shows
Actors for the train ride melodrama and Hanna-Barbera
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Individuals
immediately
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Shows Department. Kings Island. P () Box 400. Kings Mills.
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MOtUAftO „

Jonn$on$

Girt

1628 E. WOOSTER • 3 5 2-0709
1
6
10
14
l"i
16
17

Hit «l parley.
Anger*.
H..i . of a tort.
Maine invwi.
<!o/y home.
Amoroni -tare
Until tin- present i
I'hr.i-t*
EsSSl 111"! i in tree.
Prayers,
Bulrush.
Cut up paper.
I'oin of IVru.
Hi- in |• r • <>111• i (unturned.

27 - I: -I'

• (>«n I fejturc% < -rp

59 Me*.
60 Drive oul.
61 Do in.n i .im.
work.
62 N'umi
63 Rembrandt
Ameriran painter.

ACROSS

47 Neslisrnre. in
IS
to
:,<l
',1

law.
Banket,
Rheiin-' river.
Rolllf stopper,
Columbia play"

r>2 i.o» voice
,t i>e

DOWN

56 Poinl on a mariner'" rompanv

1 Fountain treats,
2 City in I'tah.
3 "MIIJII wheel on
a »pur.
I ReMtrt hotel*.
5 Obtained,
6 Clothe or in\e*t.
7 Dole out again
H Dlrkeni heroine.
'» Saull
Marie.

I»t

I'l IUIIIII,

11 M ill I'l fri|hlener.
31 The Internal
region".
36 Cily in New
Jersey.

10

57 Fabric.

H itl>.ii i.in-

11 Stravinsky.
12 Floating ire.
13 Manage.

37 Subject lo

56

18
22
21
25

JlffnsHMLln
ehemiotry.
I vnl.nl
One who «lrike*.
Danre Men,
Conversational
Sill .1 r
lar.l lop.
At the Proper
lime.
3rd. ren. dale,
Loud liiiffiuji
■.omul.
I el fall.
Attraction.
Deei a
meehanie'i job.
ln-lt mmm ■ il-i'il
by in.illn'iN.iti.
ism.

26
28
21
3ft
31
32
11
.15
1"
to
If)
46

5fl Fixed way of do.
inn Bomeihinii.

Different ne««.
Tartan wearer.
Dim-ting.
Apparalu- for
• HIII-I tinir ilu-l
suspended in air,
Italian river.
Gait.
River of York■birr.
River of France
and Itrlgium
MarArthur title:
Abbr.
Hrminiuay lo
In- Ii r n,l.
Gremlins
r.-lrrn lille.
Heckled: CoUoq.
n 11. i •.. i«
Alia* ilem.
Covered *ilh
lurf.

B fl ■ _
5^
SN
6!

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
YOU

SURE, MANY
TIMES BACK

BET/

I'VE NEVER

ft meN i

BEEN INVOLVED

The Hall Bartlett Film

IN A CONfRON
TAVON BlfORE
HAVE YOU7

Jonathan Livingston
Seagull

WAS BUT A
B0V, YOU
i«| UNDERSTAND

UBS!
MAV6B W

OH, YEAH!
TMTUMOlE
WAR. TH/N6
YOU KIPS
Of RE IN. I
E0R60T. .

couie&vEM,

SOME PO/NTBUS/

..V,

Jj»=
VEIL 1'U
m( CERTAINLY
DO MY
B
BEST

HOT
DAMN1
WHAT A
BREAK*

i.M;
?"W3

.'.".'Richard Bach
"'..'h^Neil Diamond

llle

I.U (nulfn

SI

CINEMA H

inn

AT BOWLING GREEN S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING

CLaSSIFIED totroom Call 352 5897 after
10p.m.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

8:00 P.M. ONLY

Wednesday. January K. 1974

7:30 4 9:20
An advanced CALL OS Seminar intended for those
who have used CAM, OS will be held January 16 from
10 to 11 30 am In room 220 Math-Sci«nce Building
Included will be an explanation of the facilities
available
to
the
experienced
programmer,
advantages
and
limitations of CALL OS.
and
techniques to make more productive and efficient use
of the CALL OS system For more information call 22102

Meet The Girls Who Take
The Bedside Manner One Step Further!

JOSTEN'S

The Sludenls International Meditation Society will be
checking for Ihose who practice Transcendental
Meditation today from 2-4 pm in the Faculty Lounge
of the Union.
The Hi.SI Kink Hals will have featured guest speaker
Bill PureeII. a hockey referee, tonight at 7 30 p.m. in
212 Haves Hall It is open to any interested hockey
fan

LOST AND FOUND

11:00-4:00
January 16, 1974

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

Found
Pair of wire
rims Al Mar Lanes. 3546781

HELP WANTED
Petti's Alpine Village is
now
hiring
cocktail
waitresses
and
bar
maids, must be 21. no
experience
necessary.
lull and parttime
Petti's Alpine Village is
now hlrmg waiters and
waitresses, must be 21.

2 grads need rmml . own
room, farm
S50
68622S5
I f needed immediately
lo share apt
with 2
others 150 dep 1st mo
rent free Call 353-6815 or
352-9171.
Need 1 male roommate
in 4 man apart winter
and spring Call 352-8838.
II rmml needed winter
Si
spring
Closs
to
campus Call mgr at 3529302

SERVICES OFFERED

The Women's Recreation Association announces a
basketball Intramural Captain's Meeting tonight at
6 30pm in 206 of the Women's Building

THURSDAY IS STUDENT

groups,

and midriff lops in favor of

S3
SI
55

THURSDAY

folk

code which prohibits pants

17
'■ft

WHONIMIAY

groups,

ragtime piano players are encouraged to audition

the

dress

quartets,

country-western combos. Dixieland bands, stage bands and

nuns

IS

,*,

to

checkers with the Canadian

3ft
11
42
13

-

she

begin

one person to another "

the meantime, she is

Hecruiters

But she did have a small

listened

In music, wrote letters and

HO-JO STUDY HALL!
10% DISCOUNT WITH BGSU I.D.

Inn

lfl>

people."

Kings Island sets auditions

They would eat

meat

Dixon spent her tune much

H
2ft
21
22
21
24
26

i iMMllltitylll

the

"When you

differences just fade away

when I can

do more than just teach.
In

know

A

It s the lie! selling I iMik It's Neil Diamond,

., ■

of

Personnel from Kings Island will be on campus Saturday.

Dixon said

the blood and realism "

several

It's the lie.III!\ ol love Ihejiix nl trrrtlom.

,

of

you might never see those

' It was pretty good, it just

gency situations out of your

boarded

It's a We slvie

i. ,ia*

hopes

richness

to

Bul she said she

they'll be able to apply what

Hem,

->i

in

the

with

various

realistic about it you know

back someday

Except for fresh milk and

organizations

to

I was excited about going
home.'

Dixon

8:00 PM. ONLY

Hall B.utlftt

speaking
and

with mixed feelings.

physical

exams.

written

7:15 4 9:15 P.M.

'rtsiKt Hall Bartlett

and

colleagues
spreading

The

You just never know if

28

{HI

the

for Dixon, and she viewed it

countryside

salads, she was able to eat

snaked in

stay

28.

date,

the

work

NOW PLAYING

It s ,i million

Aug.

see

by

pleased."

spent

practical

AT HOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

THUR .Ii/-'

really

we

jeans." she admitted

the foods she was used lo in

Through

CINEMA I
WfDNlSDAV

program

weekends

"We

most of our time traveling to

wrote her about his helping

WHAT IS DRINK AND THINK?

FALCON PIZZA

the

victims of a jeep accident

such

the

of

country

Although

4&X

Free Deliveries

nursing

came when a former student

You

All-Day

home

instructors
success

"On

instructors and

Rut real satisfaction at the

reaped tor them too.

you see huts

ol

and

It was a respect thing.'

is one minute you re in a
city

nurses,

students

it was mutual

modern

who

policemen.

said Dixon.

The thing that really hits

to

teachers

huts and

as
MIII

packing

wan awa

she

stuff

and

Vftei Immunization shots

in

city

it's not a city of

Africa

it

Mzuzu is not a modern

in

laid

things I h.ul in \ rr

night

down into the 40s

to
and

said the 20 year

safety techniques to personi

she said

lime

sponsored

standard

trained

Malawi

I

ques to about 250 persons

leave

"Life h.is .i sluwci

here

the

role and was able to relate

teach

sludenls

the

problems

and sultry,

American

nl

throughout

the type of Alrica that is hoi

program

i

.i^

selected

Hie country who took part in
program

><iph mure

I'niversity
she

denls

work It 30 to 1 30 Mon
thru Fri. one waiter or
waitress needed to work
10.30 to 5 00 Mon thru
FrL
Sitter for 2 school age
girls
from
2:30-3.
Reliable,
responsible
372-2248

WANTED
Need 2 I rmts spr qtr.
in house
160 mo 3519134
M

rmmt. needed. Own

Abortion
Information
Service Clinic very close
to
area
1-24
week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements
will
be
made with no hassle. Call
collect 24 hour service
216-631-1557

PERSONALS
»%-40% off on stereo
equipment
Highest
quality, fully guaranteed.
Stop getting ripped off on
sound
equipment
and
supplies Call 372-5080: if
no answer, 372-2S85

Clothing sale 20'. off on
all
items
in
stock
Worldly Goods. 904 E
Wooster

The twenty raving babies
kept their sisters busy
while they were out of
town

Bigs, bundle up and get
psyched for the hunt L it
L. Your Littles

Interested
in forming
new antique clock club0
Call 372-3956

Congratulations
Andy
Horwatt
o*n
your
activation The Lil Sisses
& Brothers
^^^

Brothers of Zeta Beta
Tau Fraternity cordially
invite all interested men
to a rush and Casino
Parly tonight at 7:30
pm Call 2-0326 for additional information

Eileen Doody • Your Big
loves you:
Congratulations to Rick
and Phyllis on your Dell
lavaliering The Brothers
of Delta Tau Delta
Congratulations to Pete
and Beth on your Delt Gamma Phi pinning The
Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta
HAREM
Belated New
Year
greetings
Get
psyched for 74 - DTS
To my super fantastic
etc Big "Syph." All that
pulling was well worth it
cot I ended up with the
best'
DZ
love
and
especially mine. Your
Little "Jennings "

Argyle coming Jan. 26.
not as socks or sweaters
but as areas No. 1 band in
a beer blast

ARGYLE. not socks or
sweaters, but the band,
has a beer blast that'll
show you what you've
been missing in the past.
The Flamin Twenty are
psyched
lo get their
Alpha Chi Bigs

FOR SALE
3 bedroom home - large
lot near Conneaut School,
under $30,000 Call 3537474 after 6 pm.
Classical
guitar
with
hard case, call 353-7833
Philco Ford stereo. Good
condition CaU3-54»».
18" Panasonic TV B/W.
1 yr old Call 352-7108.
Also Martin D at Guitar
Good
condition
with
custom case.
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Where Thrifty Shopping Is A Pleasure"

GreatScot
FR/END1V FOOD STORES

ONLY THE BEST-CHOOSY CHOICE MEATS
& EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES
NBUQ

fVIRYDAY DISCOUNT MtlCf

SEMIT

COMSTOCK

APPLE PIE FILLING

21
OX.

35c

ITALIAN DRESSING

'

NESIIIS

OMAN SPRAT

CRANBERRY JUICE

48
. OX.

BI -PACK DINNERS

£ 99c

MLACMOY

69e QUIK

c

.'£ 26c

ALUMINUM FOIL
ARMOUR SPICY OR MILD

CHOW MEIN NOODLES £ 33°
(VIRYDAT DISCOUNT PRICI
STUKIST CHUNK

r-%.

,. J9C

CHILI DOGS
REG. PRICE $1.23

BUFFERIN ...
IVIR*OA* DISCOUNT •■ICI

IVIITOAV DIKOUHT l**ICI

IVIlTDA Y DISCOUNT •■ICI

DETERGENT

&

CHEER

:,oV*2

LIQUID
DIAL KING
. PACK SIXE

JOY
■VIRVDAV
IVIttOA* DISCOUNT »ICI
APPIAN
APPIAN WAY
rr r* «

>muv.«l" J

39c

GRAPE JELLY
I VI..0.. OIKOUHI P.UI

CHEESE PIZZA
, ,|. ,„,,

SI A WAY UNSWIITINID

DIKOUNI

59'

14
OX.

39c

mi

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

« 49

ORANGE DRINK

THE KITCHEN CREATIONS
DELI FEATURE THIS WEEK

4 01. FREE-REG. Pric« $ 1.85

NORTHERN JUMBO

PAPER TOWELS
IVIRTDAf DISCOUNIPtlCI

SEAWAY

c

AJAX CLEANSER
IVIBTOAV DUCOUNT PBKI

46
OX.

25

c

ST 3/$1

NAPKINS
SAVE 80

0»]

5$i oo
FOR

WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS -

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH JANUARY 21,1974

fe'SJ

FREEZE DRIED

,

LUX SOAP

MAXIM

H.S

4/49c

WITH THIS cm AT KOI COUPON
GOOOIHROUOM JANUARY IT. '•'<

Ready to Eat

HOT DOGS

ULTRA
BAN 5000...-"

OOOCOOQQQQ^ §M»AyiJMMiie(?YMYO.Y>t)cmi^i^
SAVI 26

FLOUR

;SAVI30

oil!

COLD MEDAL

«

ftQc

iisbSf

i DAYTIME SIZE

$ M

PAMPERS
V • ' <J

I1 S

vUVV InlVW''™ ('"VART I I !»/*

OO.

we are pleased to accept

U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMP

COUPONS

Great Scot

§
. <

Vllllan—
Falcon's penalty plagued MacDonald-pardon my stick
By Dan Garfitld
Assistant Sports Editor

Ice infractions hamper Mac's performance.

The BG New£«

O PORTS
PageS

Wednesday. January 16. 1974

Ski results
I he I'.iiiim skiers finished
mi top "I i lie heap after
competing >n our ol their
toughest meets ol the yeat
this past weekend against
the
larger
Michigan
institutions
Si OI ing skn-i> tin lit;
were Eric tiriebllng. -11111
Howell .mil Rich Lane The
next meet lot the skiers is
against Ohio conference
schools Siiini.n ,n Snow
Trails neat Mansfield

Ticket
Information
rickets foi
tonight's
basketball game against
Central
Michigan
and
Saturday night s game with
Krni State are on sale .11 the
Memorial 11.ill tickel office
Reserved seats are 12 10
each and general admission
tickets are $'.' foi adults and
»i tin students and children
Students holding basket
ball ID cards will be
admitted to both games bj
showing then ID - al the
gate rickets will be sold .11
Mi.
gate
iiiiili in^iii-.
beginning .11 5p m

Falcon of the week
The lirsl winner ol the
Kink Hals
"Hard Work
Vward
goes to Mike
Bartlej "Bronco received
the most votes oi fans who
turned in ballots after his
line performances against
rival Ohio Slate
last
weekend

'Bronco'

Other leers placing high in
the balloting wen' John
siew.in
\l Sarachman,
Roger Arehei and Itnb
Sehlllls

Bartlej tallied iwo goals
and 'wo .issisis as the
Falcons spin a two game
series with the Buckeyes
Hi oiuo had the winning
goal last Friday night when
the skaters won .1 M
decision in overtime

UAO Table Tennis
Tournament
Thursday Jan. 24
7 p.m.
Offenhauer Lounge
Entry fee SO'
Winner will represent BG at
Regionals Feb. 8-9 at Kent State
1st Place Trophy Awarded

ff|

INSIST
ON
MICKEY

WHERE BEER IS SOLD

ONE DAY
ONLYI

Remnants

Sign Up in UAO Office
3rd Floor Union
DEADLINE: 12 NOON WED. JAN. 23

KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH PARTY

/2 Off!
GOOD
ONLY
SUNDAY
JAN. 20

12 p.m.-5 p.m.

By Dick IIn Stall Writer

FACULTY LOUNGE IN BUSINESS BUILDING
ALL BUSINESS MAJORS INVITED

Hey, betcha can't guess
who's in town tonight''
You'll be glad to know it
Isn't Chicken Little or I'eter
Pan Instead, it's those hoop
ambassadors whose court
antics have become the
topic ol
everyday
bull
sessions among basketball
worshippers
The Falcon basketball
team-those weary travelers
of the Midwest. Fast and
deep South-have ended a
one-month and lour day road
trip and will be back in the
local hoop house lor a perlormance against t'enlral
Michigan Curtain time is
7 30 p m

"WE PLAYED in some
tough places But beating
Miami last Saturday in Oxford was definitely a shot in
the arm for us." Haley said
'of his cagerl who brought
back a 3 4 road record
Last Saturday's 70-68 win
over the Hedskins was only
the eighth time Miami had
been defeated on their home
floor iMtllett Hall > since it
opened during the 1968-69
season
After breaking a threegame losing streak against
the Hedskins. the Falcons
17-41 will try to ignite a
winning trail when they

It takes live players to
comprise a basketball team
.IV cage mentor Hick
Schneider is still seeking
that fillh member alter [oul
games
The JV'i 12-21 lake on the
Defiance
College Junloi
varsity squad al S 90 tonight
in Anderson Arena
During the lirsl lour
games. Schneider has had
balanced
scoring
from

position, but they haven I
■cored with great pro
In lencv
Cheatham is tutting at a
4 I) clip and Sieve owns a 3 fi
average Although scoring
10 points in his lirsl starting
assignment against Toledo.
Lamb is averaging 2 5 points
per contest
Arnold tops the young
Falcons with a la point
(Coring
average
while
Indcrman has taken ovei
the rebound lead with an
average of 12 8 boards per
contMl

starters John Arnold. Dan
llipsher Hon Grayson and
Jay I mlei man
However.
Schneider
hasn't lound a consistent
null starter among the other
.IV membei a
Forward Dave Sulton has
showed promise, but the
team has lacked a steady
performer at guard besides
GrayxMi
Fmmeit Cbeatham Harry
Steve and Steve Lamb have
taken turns al the guard

he's there to play hockey the
best he knows how. If it
means a reservation for two
i minutes I every game, he
says. "That's just the way it
is.

trade jumpers with an
improved and tough squad of
Chippewas
The evening will not be all
peaches and cream for the
Falcons as they go against
the top scoring team in the
league Central Michigan is
averaging 80 points per
outing

THE

CHIPPEWAS.

Central Michigan, however, will get support from
the MAC'S second leading
scorer James McKlroy
118 31 and potentially dangerous Dan Houndfieid who
is averaging 15 points and 13
boards per game

Quote...
When asked last Saturday about facing nemesis Cornelius
Cash of Bowling Green. Ohio University's George Green
inquired. How's he doing0''
When told that Cash was in a slump. Green replied.
"Good I'm inaslump. too

IMPEACHMENT
Wilh Mid in ltd »hilc* Muc HumpriMi. k« MM". S/SI, 100/112. Smaller
•ticket » IV", lOrtl. I00ns. I J>I JHivrn.diiniiiuiiunJ Inicrpriwv Inc.,

Quart Cokes

mrtftom.ro Boa S4l2M.AlUnU.Gi inius LOCAL REPS WANTED

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
RUSH

Tonight!!

Wednesday, Jan. 16
7:30-9:00 P.M.

A full 32 oz. of Domino's
coke, to compliment your pizza
for only a quarter.

COME MEET THE BROTHERS

DOMINO'S PIZZA 352-5221

INTERESTED IN THE GREEK SYSTEM?
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WOOSTIR STRUT

OFF CAMPUS HOUSES
BETA THETA PI,
THETA CHI, 710 7th St.

7-5

overall and 1-0 MAC. will be
without the services of its
second leading scorer and
the league's third leading
point-producer Dirk Dunbar
118 points i due to a knee
injury

because / lore my Country

Delta Sigma Pi

Thurs., Jan. 17
7:00

The Cardiac Kids, who
were the star attraction
amidst the enemy boo birds,
finished the seven-game
journey with what coach Pat
Haley called a "shot in the
arm "

JV's entertain Defiance

RODGERS

INFORMATIONAL
RUSH MEETING

By Kenny White
Sports Editor

Allworth had more than a
battle on the ice with B(;
While visiting the penalty
box for one of his many misdemeanors, he tangled with
the lans. who were throwing
verbal brickbats down to the
hyperactive Buckeye skater
OStl had another skater
which visited the popular
penalty box State center
Steve PankiW, who's artistic
tripping displays in the
second period thrilled the
lans adjacent to the hot box

All interested men welcome

— men's professional business fraternity —

if he l Mason i says
something to me. it's
because
I
am doing
something wrong, then I will
watch mvself." he said

Nobody can lake MacDonald's record number of
penalties away, and when
he s oul there on the ice.

Hoopsters return home
after grueling road trip

the guys i BG's) pointed him
out."

Jan. 16
7-9

Entire Stock
of Remnants

1l

The hottest spot on the
Bowling Green campus
these days is the penalty box
ut the Ice Arena
The Falcons' penal institution has been loaded 174
tunes this season and last
weekend it had its best
turnout ol the year.
In the traditional rivalry
with Ohio State. 51 mtscues
were charged to the Falcon
and Buck players for a
whopping
total ol
114
minutes
Howling Green delense
man Kevin MacDonald. "the
prince of penalties ' this
year, set a single-season
record with :18 trips to the
box MacDonald broke the
in.uk. last Saturday of 3fi.
set last year by Koger
Archer
Although MacDonald said
he is not on the ice trying to
pick up minutes, he said
sometimes a player will get
a cheap shot'' on him. and
he will only retaliate
Someone is always going
to try to get a cheap shot in
hut when I hit back, I get the
penalty." MacDonald said
But I always try to take
someone wilh me II you
notice
almost all my
penalties are double ones
with someone going oft fur
the other team loo

amount of penalties and
more than an hour and a half
of lime in the box because
Mason considers the
situation no real problem

"A LOT of things I do on
the ice I can't avoid. Somethings build up. and if
someone is getting on me, I
am not going to let him lake
advantage of me. I'm not
going to back down.''
MacDonald said
He said head mentor Hon
Mason hasn't said anything
to him about the record

"I like to go out on the ice
thinking I am tougher than
the other guy, but 1 don't try
to establish that belief on
certain opponents of other
teams I love to hit. and that
usually builds tension up in
the opposition when I get a
good check
"You've got to know how
to take the shots.' he said
Learning how to roll with
the punches and checks is
part of the game "
Some players are born
agitators said MacDonald.
and Ohio State was a perfect
example of a multitude of
ringleaders.
I had a little thing going
with Prentice iHughi. who I
believe was an intimidator
oul on the ice The lans had
a hassle with that No !2
i Bruce Allworlhi I didn't
know who that 12 was until

RIDES AVAILABLE AT RODGERS
AND OFFENHAUER LOUNGES FROM 7:00 • 7:30

TKE • DUE TO THE RECENT FIRE, THE BROTHERS OF TAU KAPPA EPSILON WILL BE HOLDING THEIR RUSH AT THE STUDENT
SERVICES FORUM WITH THE SISTERS OF GAMMA PHI BETA, AT 7:30.

